Opportunity awaits at the Cobb County Department of Transportation. Cobb DOT’s six divisions work together to make the county’s transportation system one of the best in the region and the state. Cobb DOT offers its employees the chance to join a collaborative team that delivers high-impact results. From award-winning designs to cutting-edge transportation technology, you can expect the best at Cobb DOT.

“Working with **Cobb County DOT is like no other**. I am continually exposed to new roles, and contribute to a **diverse range of projects** while accepting new, **exciting challenges**. I cannot think of another opportunity where I could receive an equivalent level of experience.”

**Russ Ford** | Engineering
DOT Fast Fact

Cobb County DOT employs more than 150 people, in addition to contractors. From engineering to planning to accounting, opportunities are abundant at Cobb DOT.
Working at Cobb DOT provides many opportunities for experience in all aspects of the civil engineering industry. We work together to find creative ways to improve travel in Cobb, and our progressive leadership allows us to implement unique solutions.“

Kelly Patrick | Traffic Operations
DOT Fast Fact

The DOT Traffic Operations team oversees Cobb’s 540 traffic signals, 100 CCTV roadway cameras, and 163 miles of fiber optic cable.
Cobb County International Airport is a center for growth and development in Cobb. The second largest general aviation airport in the state, Cobb County International recently opened a new air traffic control tower and U.S. customs inspection facility.

CTP 2040 is a blueprint for Cobb County’s transportation future. Cobb DOT’s Planning Division led the update to the county’s comprehensive transportation plan, enabling Cobb to meet quality of life and economic expansion goals over the next 25 years.

Cobb Community Transit (CCT) is constantly updating routes and services to best serve Cobb residents and visitors. CCT added an innovative new FLEX bus service, which was the first of its kind in Georgia. CCT is also creating new routes to meet the growing demand for transit, including options for routes that carry students to Cobb’s many higher education institutions.
DOT Fast Fact

Cobb County covers about 345 square miles of land in the metro Atlanta area. It offers a mix of urban, suburban and rural areas, which creates unique transportation needs.
Cobb DOT facilities ensure employees have the tools needed to excel.

Features such as a collaborative meeting space and a tilting, 84-inch Smart Board build a work environment that fosters teamwork and creativity in employees.

Employee growth and preparedness is a priority.

From CPR training to inclement weather drills, Cobb DOT ensures its employees are always ready. Cobb County Government also offers a range of classes - from public speaking to leadership - to help employees reach their full potential.

“A career with Cobb DOT presents many challenges and opportunities. We work on a variety of projects that make a real difference for the travelling public. I enjoy being part of a team that plans, develops, delivers, and maintains the transportation system.”

Chris Pruitt | Engineering
Cobb DOT’s Traffic Management Center is a premier transportation facility.

The TMC features state-of-the-art traffic technology, including an 8x16 foot video wall with a live feed from traffic cameras stationed throughout Cobb County. New tools, such as the BlueTOAD travel-time monitoring system, allow operations staff to analyze real-time traffic data and quickly respond to critical traffic situations.

Teams work on cutting-edge projects with real-world effects.

- **What’s In It For Me?** This map-based web tool lets users to see Cobb DOT projects within five miles of any address in Cobb.
- **Cobb Commute:** This new site gives real-time traffic and construction info in one easily accessible location.
- **YourGov:** Available as an app and a web tool, YourGov helps Cobb citizens submit and track non-emergency work requests.

**DOT Fast Fact**

The DOT’s Road Maintenance team keeps the county’s more than 2,500 miles of roadway and 440 bridges and culverts in top condition, making travel safer and easier in Cobb.
Collaboration

Cobb DOT works with partners to deliver results.

Cobb County is home to six cities and three invested community improvement districts (CIDs): Cumberland, Town Center Area and Gateway Marietta. Together, Cobb DOT and these community partners identify, develop and deliver transportation projects that make a difference to Cobb residents, visitors and businesses.

These unique relationships allow DOT employees to collaborate with leaders throughout the county. Recent partnership projects include:

- Skip Spann Connector
- Windy Hill Road
- Barrett Parkway
- Spring Road Trail
- Nance Road

“The City of Austell has always had a great partnership with Cobb County DOT and its staff. I believe we all share the same concerns with a multitude of transportation needs and advancing those needs to serve our citizens for years to come.”

Duane Demeritt | Operations Manager, Austell Public Works
“We are **deeply grateful** for our partnership with Cobb County DOT. It is a **true collaboration** that provides tremendous impact; resulting in projects that reduce traffic, improve safety and **enhance the overall quality of life** for the Town Center community.”

**Tracy Rathbone** | Executive Director
Town Center Area CID

**DOT Fast Fact**

Cobb County International Airport has a $112 million economic impact on the local and regional economies, supporting 842 jobs.
Our work allows people to safely travel between school, work and home. Realizing this and working with people in our community creates a level of job satisfaction that is hard to find elsewhere.

Bill Helbig | Surveying

Benefits
Cobb County Government offers a robust benefits package, which includes:

- Four medical plan options
- Dental and life insurance
- Hybrid pension plan
- Wellness clinic and fitness center
- Various supplemental benefit options
- Paid holidays
- Sick and annual leave
- Sick time buy-back program

Application Process
Cobb County DOT is always looking for qualified candidates to become part of its dynamic team. You can view open positions by visiting the employment section of the county’s website, http://www.cobbcounty.org.

Cobb County Government is an Equal Opportunity Employer. In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, Cobb County Government will provide reasonable accommodations to qualified individuals with disabilities and encourages both prospective and current employees to discuss potential accommodations with the employer.
Cobb County has become a significant part of the Atlanta metropolitan area, and offers many charming communities, top-performing schools, low property taxes, parks and recreational facilities, and an ever-growing business community. It is the third largest county in Georgia, with an estimated population of 717,190.

Cobb County Government is a top employer in the county. In Cobb, the median household income is $43,946 and it has one of the lowest unemployment rates in Georgia at 5.4 percent.

Adventures await all outdoor enthusiasts. Whether it’s rafting or tubing through the Chattahoochee’s rapids, biking the 12.8-mile Silver Comet Trail, or hitting a home run during league baseball, there is always something to do in Cobb County.

Atlanta’s premier performance venue, Cobb Energy Performing Arts Centre, calls Cobb County home. The 2,750-seat John A. Williams Theatre attracts top Broadway shows, the ballet, concerts, educational shows, family performances, and the opera.

Sports enthusiasts will enjoy the many sports teams located in the Atlanta metropolitan area. The city, a 20-minute drive from Cobb County, is home to the NFL’s Atlanta Falcons, MLB’s Atlanta Braves, who will call Cobb County home in 2017, and NBA’s Atlanta Hawks.